
FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF GOIÁS
INSTITUTE OF INFORMATICS

GRADUATE PROGRAM ON COMPUTER SCIENCE

ADMISSION PROCESS FOR 2024
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OVERSEAS APPLICANTS

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Our PhD and MSc selection process at the Federal University of Goiás (Universidade Federal de 
Goiás - UFG) is regulated by a Public Open Call for Applications.

Prospect students should follow the directions below for application.

* The PhD at UFG is normally a 4-year program, and the MSc is a 2-year program.

* Both programs are free of tuition fees.

* Both programs are in-situ and require students to be physically present. 

* We are not able to guarantee scholarships for the selected applicants. The number of scholarships 
is very limited and we are able to grant them only to a small number of students, based on student 
academic performance and on the availability of scholarships. Nevertheless, we may allow students 
without a scholarship to work part-time, e.g., remote work. Please note that this may be subject to 
immigration regulations.
 
We also have a limited number of research assistant positions for R&D projects. These are regulated
by a separate selection process.

* The application (firm) deadline is 10-October-2023.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:

* Applications should be made through the university’s on-line application system at:
https://sgps.inf.ufg.br/app/user/

* For assistance with the on-line application system, please send enquiries to the following e-mail 
address: selecao.ppgcc@ufg.br 
In the subject line please use the following: “Inscrição (PPGCC): Candidato Estrangeiro”

* APPLICATION DOCUMENTS (All are **mandatory** and must be uploaded in the application 
system):

- Copy of your Passport
- Proof of residential address (e.g., copy of a utility bill statement)
- Copy of your Undergraduate / B.Sc. degree diploma (front-back copy).
- Copy of your Undergraduate / B.Sc. academic transcripts, including all courses taken and grades 
achieved. For candidates who studied outside Brazil, the information should be provided on the 
grading system applied in the institution where the candidate concluded her/his undergraduate.
- Copy of your Graduate / M.Sc. degree diploma (front-back copy).
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- Copy of your Graduate / M.Sc. academic transcripts, including all courses taken and grades 
achieved.
- A research project proposal, written by the candidate in English. The research proposal must 
include the following elements: title, introduction, justification/motivation, objectives, 
methodology, literature review, work plan and schedule (4 year), expected results and references. 
The subject of the research project proposal should be within the scope of research interests of the 
intended supervisor.
- Copy of your academic CV.
- Copy of each research paper informed in your CV (for proof of publication at a conference or 
journal).
- Copy of diplomas and certificates for other Degrees, courses or other academic activities included 
in your CV, if applicable.
- Certificate of proficiency/sufficiency in English – any of the following are acceptable: TOEFL 
(IBT or ITP), IELTS, Cambridge FCE, Cambridge CPE, TOEIC (Test of English for International 
Communication),  ECPE (Examination for the Certificate of Proficiency in English), and TEAP 
(Test of English for Academic and Professional Purposes – area Exact Sciences / Technology).

* If the applicant does not have one of the above certificates, English proficiency should be 
demonstrated via an exam taken as part of the selection process (this exam will take place on 06-
Nov-2023).

* There will be an oral examination related to the research project proposal. This will take place 
between 22-Nov and 05-Dec-2023. The exact date and time schedules for each applicant, along 
with the URL for the virtual conference meeting room will be published on 20-Nov-2023.

* The application result will be notified on 20-Dec-2023.

* The complete rules and specification of the selection process (i.e., the Public Open Call for 
Applications, in Portuguese) is available at 
https://files.cercomp.ufg.br/weby/up/1289/o/Edital_PPGCC-2024_21-08-2024.pdf 

Feel free to contact us at selecao.ppgcc@inf.ufg.br to clarify any further questions.
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